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“a fine piece of fiction with some murder, mystery, magic and fantasy”

----Front Street Reviews
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ROMANCE, MAGIC, MYSTERY…. AND CHOCOLATE

When Tasmin’s bethrothed, William, is accused of murder, she gathers her wind sprites and rushes to his home town

to investigate. She doesn’t have a shred of doubt about his innocence. But as she settles in his chocolate shop, she

finds more in store than she bargained for. Facing suspicious townsfolk, gossiping neighbors, and William’s own

family, who all resent her kind – the sorcerer folk from the North -- she must also learn to tell friend from foe, and

fast. For the real killer is still on the loose – and he is intent on ruining William’s family at all cost.

The Chocolatier’s Wife is a truly original, spellbinding love story, featuring vivid characters in a highly realistic

historical setting.
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